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In October 1981 the Army began to. issue the new •aBttle Dress Uriform.
iThe moat conspicuous feature of this garment is its Woodland Pattefnthat
was designed to meet the Army's primary camcufIxge objectives for personnel
in temperate4regions, day and night., summer and winter,

Camouflage has the objective of reducing enemy perdeption of milit ary

,installations, units, equipment, and personnel to enhance mission sulicess,
'tactical advantage,,_Andsurvival, itself, on the mod. ii uttlefield. To
thwart the multiplicity and power of modern sensors, development of coun-
termeasures can no longer rely 6V the intuitive methods of the pLst. Suc-
Icess in achieving the camouflage objectives for today's Army requires one
to draw upon the resources of severAl scientific disciplines. Establish-
ment of principles, criteria, axid approaches emerges 'from basic under-stan~ding of relevant aspectZ vzf physics., oculaw structure, psychologyp eand •
military science. Implementing the principles to produce real jtterials
is primarily the task of chemistry and industrial technology.

is paper describ4is the application of psychophysical principles that
LLJ Iled to the development vf the Woodland fttternr..-4he scJatific discipline
_.. ithat unifies the relevant physics, anatomy, andl'machology of vision is

U.1 called psytshophysics. Tis in defined as "the braftq# of psychology that
deals with relationships between physical stimuli and the resulting senma-,
tions and mental states"(1. For the purposes of this,T3mper, the Ttysical
stimulus is electromrnetic radiation in the visible and near-infram'ed re-
gions of the spectruu; the resulting sensatione are the responses of a
sensor and the person using it.

t (Of all the sensors a combat soldier encounters, the most versatile is

//ubiquitous huimmn eye; I'" is, as well,, the ultimate sensor iný upsing
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e1.lectro-v-ptical devices. It is essential,tereforLe.t thedsiuo

r~ camouflage objectives of the developmnent were to minimdiize visual perceptior
I9f soldiers by day sand detection by image intensifier devices at night.

ir!ý L Although the eye is far more complez, the processes that take place in a
Lypc t starlight scope can be dealt with by methods'simila to those used flor

of -A, calculations related to color vision.
VISUAL ASPECTS

In-process reviews that led to the Reuired Operational C-Apability
ii (ROC) documeut concluded that the shps of indiviiftul elements of the
ti camouflage pattern should be the same as those used in the tropical uniflorn

that has been in the pupply sybtem for many years., hesed on earlier field
trials, the reviews aloo decided that &he overall slice of the pattern

ii~ ~ u. hul eeagd 60 Der cent redj V8
-~also believed tha&t small changes in color from the earlier pattern would

imp-ove camouflage effectiveness for year-round use In temperate regions.
The four colors of t.he new pattern are design~ated Light Green, Dark Green,
Brovn, and Black.

ISelection of Colors

Application'of psychophysical ,principles to qlaestion2 of camouflage
I o-i-hing began shortly after World War II, ktensive field trials demn-
stzted that Q11ve Dr~ab field uniforms should be replaced by a greener
ctK'lor., The new target color, Olive Green (OG),, vas defined in Munsell
termiinolovr as 10Y3/3 (3). Development of the standard OG color on fabrics
of many ki nds was guided by famil iar colorimetric prosedures (4), Selectior
ox~ OG for monotone camouflage clothing and shelters bas stood the test of
titme; it is still the US stoindard monotone field color for such items In

-ýboth temprwate and cold regions,, Xireover,) most nations have adopted very
84sMila colors for these purposee. A more detailed historical review of
ýthe development of cimouflage coloration is given In Reference 5.

During WW II t; e US Marines made sacme use of camouflage pat-terns for
clothing in the Pacific., but it vos not Until the Vietnam era that the US
Army did so for a tropical uniform,, This vmiform. used a camouflage patter
that had been design~ed in 1948 by the btgineer R&D laboratory (UDL), Comn
bat experience in Vi.atmam, however, proved that this design mas too bright,
Acoc-'4inglyp the-colaor were toned down by Natick laboratories in such a
maner th2at the maeged color more nearly approximated the OG color stan d,?
The stand~ard for this pattern is caled NIABB-l; mben that, standard vas0
depleted in 1979, a replacement was chosen,, NLA3B-2,

- The merged color is that seen when a pattern is observed at a suffi- -

dient distance that tho individral colo elemeants can no looser be reisolve*~~ by the eye. The method for CalCulating the merged colar of a pattern is
";.'~r3~~. 4 jbased on a sumotion of tristinalus values for each color, weighted by tte

L ~STMP11 Se-curity Classifick.
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all
* ... ,• -- •.- • -•~i'e•-a hepatte'i reprs-ented by each color, as described in
* :,-- the Refenc e n tr.

Because the Woodland patntern is intended to be used in temperate area
during both dormant and verdant sessons, colors were chosen so the merged
color is somethat duller than the OG target color, and closer in chroma to

,1- of. IForest Green, a monotone adopted by the Army for use on vehicles and other
, . field items. In.- he-desi3n--f--survei3-Aine countermeasures, the primary

lobjective is reduction of contrast between the object to be proteated and

U its surrounding background. For visual camouflage, where chromatic colors
-are uý.ed., quantitative measures-of-co.or-difference as described in Refer-

-enc", .-ar•g' orally employed to define
* ERDL--contrast, Figure 1 shove the hue and

the chroms in CIELAB color space for OG,

M06107 , 112 Forest Green, the merged colors for RDL
NLASI NLU -,.-the -tw-toned down vesions ("--NON- --
-NIABS1S NIAI I --2 ,--n-te Woodland patteru.

WOODLAND "10 Effective .Range

A second factor in selecting the
spacific color for each of the pattern

FJT elements vas based on the ability of the
eye to resolve the individual areas.

.m • \ / be The ,7sumptio was made that, for the
pattern to be effective it must be seen

* 0as a pattern; otherwise it would perform
no differently than an equivalent mono-
tone.

Fundamental to an understanding of

how Veal the eye copes with this ques-
tion is a knc ledge of the structure of
the retina. Figure 2 is a photograph

2J• of the central£ portion of a normal ret-
ina. The bright area near the edge of
the image is the visually inert optic
nerve. The darker region near the
center Is called the macula . a
region with greatly Increased concen-

at trat;io of cones and depletion of rods.
In the center of the moular region is

igure 1. Cromticity &iaUgrs located a smaL, difftsely defined de-
for O and Forest Green monotones p•-seion called the fovea centralist an
and the merged colors for 0DL, area about 0.5 =a in"• '•."h

-1, IMAsN-2, and Wodland rod-free region of the retina contains
tterns. about 50s,000 cones. This is the retin-
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.... important area of 'be retina, is given

in Reference 6.
S -A typical element of the Woodland

pattern may be 20 am by 5 cm.. When ob-
-servedl- at 00. ths ement subtends
an angle at the retina of only one mil-
l11Vdian (mr) by 0.25 mr and produces an

o-Ima"e-about 16Am by 4Acm. Within this
- ,X.m age-there will be only three to

, of each of the three types;
Figure 2. Normal macula. green-., red-, and blue sensitive. Con-

sder, the complexity of color vision,

-- lor-4iftwr4n.ame-..e_-"•_i"• element. Jiewed at considerable dis-
tince.

It has long been known qualitatively that small target colors give the
eye greater difficulty in discriminating yellow-blue differences,, approxi-
mately the b axis in Figure 1, than it does red-green or lightness differ.
ences. This phenomenon has been called "small angle tritanopia." Under
such conditionz of viewing, normal observers respond in a manner sim4lr to
one kind of color blindness, tritanopia. Mnig reported studies of this as
lng ago as 1894 (7); among several more recent studies Is that reported by
ý&Adam (8). in 1946 Blackwell reported an extensive study of contrast
threshold for achromatic targets, thereby establishing a sound basis for
dealin quantitatively with differences in lightness (9).

Judd and Yonemura (1969) reported a study of the small angle color
discrimination problem in a menner that pezaits one to deal with all three
axes in color space (10). Their method is based on u, v, W color space in

ich the axes are sim"lar to, but not identical vith, the &*, b*, L* axes
otherwise used in this p•per. Total color difference, A3, in thi system
is defined in Reference 4 as

A 2 + AV2 + (W2()
or small angles of view, they found that Equation 1 needed to be modified

Aal'- l(m Au)2 + (k3&v)2 + (klAW)j)]" (2)

The significant contribution of the pallwp by Judd and Yonewma van the
e~qriIenta31 determination of the dependence of the k-factors as functions
of angular subtense, Figure 3 in asdpted from their data by converting
minutes of zrc to the more convenient milliradiazs. By their modified
equation, differences in the perceived colors of remote objects can be
judged, regwrdless of their direction In color space. For eximle, for a
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ei~~s~b~ide 2 mr (a typica
xnIi VV_0r - &o- pandPttern aU IDO-

* K1 m) kC3 - 0;. that iss the eye cannot dis -
tinguish any color differences along the

tir~tyellow-blue axis of color space, More-
over., under these conditions k1 and k2

ii f A equal-0.22 and 0,05 respectively; only
1 tl: Ularge lightness and red-green differen-

ces can be seen.

2 To-estimate observation ranges at
______t_____ -olopater can actu-.

~ -- all*-be. seen as four colors,* we applied

04 - the method of Judd and Yonemura for the
brown and dark green areas, These two

Ii~u-oolems were ahosen beaOii-w th%,'-Sre -th
K -at--#imilar in lightness and compriee

over 60 per cent of the total pattern.
The range at which aLU four colors merge
into a single'monotone was estimated by
coomaring the browni and light green are-

* *2 4 5 6 S. I# it as. The black area was not chosen for
ANG"M VUTMANA these comparisons because the individu-

al black elements are swall and repre-
sent only about 15 per cent of the

Figure 3. Dependence of 19 %x pattern area, The next darkest area is
and k3 on angular subtense. the brown;, the light green portion of

the pattern is the lightest. Figures 4
land 5 msumrize the calculations made for both the Woodland and the tropi-
Ical pattern, NIAEB-2. For, these calculations, the controlling dimensions
lof the elements used were 20 cm and 12.5 cm,, respectively. Because the
I ranges involved are rather short, atmospheric effects have been neglected,.

Four subjects who were famili. with the cauflnage development and
also sk4Illead in judging small color differences viewed both patterns on a
Iclear day. They were asked to estimate (by paing) the ranges at which

J~ leach of the four-color patterns merged into a two-color pattern. They alsc
were askedi to estimate the range at which each pattern appeared as a mono-
itone. The averages of these observations were that the four colors of the
older NIMAD-2 pattern blended into a two-color,, light-dark design at about
1100 m and into a monotone at about 175 A. F, 14e Woodland pattern, these
ranges were estimated at 1140 and 260 a,

4 From Figures 14 and 5,v it mo concluded that the color differencees that
the observers could perceive under the field conditions at the limiting
Iranges in each case ma about 0.8 u,,v,W unit. Oolor differences of t1Ais

mgnitude,, although readily perceptible under laboratory conditions, voud.ad
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- ziii-dTy. Both caalcuated ata and the visual .observtiong agree t et l

tile ter, -B e -ln rtaih a ranges 4 0 per lheger % 67r -ie
14,A2IH-2 pattern. On the basis of these results$ it is predicted that the
new Woodland pattern will provide the advantages of a disnuptive design at

I' r,,, L significantly longer ranges in those terrains for vhich it is intended
,. l,,, the older NLABB-2 design ihich it replaces.

t;LP of

lw"(-i 7r

., t r i E t Il

I4

ItI

- P

lareas for the Woodland and •1iBA•-2 are" for the W0odA&nd Rfý -

!pat Lrnspatterns,

Psyohopb:yscc,1 principle.s vere a~lso applied in reachin the second ob-
j~eotive, to provide the sold~ier vith caofae protection at night as wen
as dur'i~ng the day. A.tl~thouh priLncipl.es fo~lloved :in desigtnin the visual
obaracteristics of the Wodln pattern are rather Vel quantified, this i

Inot the case for inraodh. parolmeters. The reachn for empbasi on Intfrared
Jstgnatures of potentia 'targ,,to :lies In the capability of certain devices
.to "see" in the dark by usU. Infrared radiation, Tre questions xat be

- .,j, r d i-g
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i-.t. methodology for handling these questions.

• Ii r:- General Backgraod

ty•, At night, t~wo sensors are major threats to personnel: thermal imagersStlý. of, land image intensifiers. The former respnd to infrared radiation emitted
ý:-.wr here." Iby objects and terii ins through the 3 to 5,4m and 7 to .-lAm windows of the

latmosphere. Unless special measures are taken, soldiers can readily be
.:-toJr -4, 'distinguished from cooler bckq. oundsý withthese devices. State of the
".',Iti I ia ic, art, however, is not yet able to furnish these measures in a practical way.

. , n. On the other hand, no fundamental or iractical barriers now prevent attain-
ment of camouflage objectives to meet the threat of image intensifiers.

, i,-, a The underlying principles of Image intensification form the basis for
variety -of --field-deviee , raig -from-fdriver night 80803.qI A~ I~ elf~

level-televisiont-systbmemm. e-unim-used--n--this study was an AN/PVS-2B
Night Vision Sight, modified to provide automatic, brightness control, This
device in typical of items referred to as starlight scopes.

Because available radiation from the night sky is sufficient for their
operation, starlight scopes require no auxiliary light sources, differenti-
ating them from "active" devices. Radiation from the sky is reflected by
an object in the same mnb4er as visible light and imaged on photosensitive
surfaces that emit electrons roughly in proportion to the intensity of the
radiation incident on the tube. The electrons are accelerated through a
micro-channel plate in a number of stages in a manner siJmir to that in a
photomultiplier tube. Ultimately, an avalanche of electrons reaches a
phosphor plate where a visible image is produced. By this process, the
]intensity of the original image has been amplified by a factor in excess of
10,000. The photo surfaces used in current image intensifier tubes are
sensitive to both visible and near-infrared energy, covering a spectral
range fhm less than 400 nm to about 900 nm. References 11 and 12 describe
ýsome of the salient features of both second and third generation starlight
scopes, which are imilar but not identical to the first generation devise
used in this study.

Q.antitative Methods

Reduction of contrast is the major objective of camouflage. It is the
variations in contrast that constitute an image, including those seen in a
starlight scope. These images appear as a greenish monotone of varying
levels of brightness, which allow use of the conventional definition of
contrast, C. Although the t;erm "contrast" developed within visual science,
this study uses the principles to interpret images in a starlight snope.

.:.'4rad in g/
isi fi-

f i-
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; I,, LhQ B - brightness of an object and
Bo - brightness of the background

, r It is a purpose of this paper to describe general methods whereby the in-
S t 1) [ frared factors that influence contrast seen in a starlight scope can be
of handled objectively, Th1ree optical factors influence the variations in
11, CT contrast one see6s E•e o -asFi 6oer distribution of

the illumination, spectral sensitivity of the sensor, and spectral reflec-
..• -- 4. •as of the objects and terrains. Visual science relates similar factors

for the eye in a quantit.1tivi er -td-ei d luminous reflectance, Y, a
: t , correlate of lightness - o7-eh-:"ti-t-r'•Uon

Y Z. JE 7A E,1 (4)
* , where E.- spretral power distribution of a specified

-" h-T-ptops-wut" ty- function for the eye and
RA - spectral reflectance factors for objects.

Although Y may be correlated with brightness, the correlation is not lineo
ar. In visual colorimetry, a linear psychometric scale that is often used
is defined in CMIZAB terms as

L 116 (Y/Yn)-/3 _6 (5)
where Yn - integrated reflectance of a perfect white.

Available illumination in a battlefield varies widely at night and
includes both natural and man made sources. To illustrate the methodology
we have chosen two of the more common and extreme natural types; sconlight
and the radiance of a clear moonless night sky. These approximate the
erxremes in spectral power distribution one my expect in a battlefield
environment. Moonlight is similar to veil-characterized sunlight mediated
by the reflectance of the moon and effects of the earth's atmosphere. For

!the purpose of this paper we consider the spectral power distribution of
moonlight to be equivalent to CIS illuminant D55MCC. A more coplex situa-
tion exists for defining the distribution of tne moonless night sky and
that within shadows on a moonlit night. Published data show this varies
widely due to unpredictable photochemical reactions of the upper staos-
phere which generate much of the radiation (13-16). Although differing in
detail, the data agree that the night sky radiates far more infrared ener-
gy than visible light. The curve shown in Figure 6 for a moonless clear
sky is one synthesized from the referenced datsa' To a variable and small
but often significant dke-roe, the spectral quality of the ambient light is
influenced by the reflections from the gound. Because vegetation strong-
ly reflects near-infrared zzdiation, illumination from the sky my be fur-
ther enriched in the irtrared than the figure suggests, when surroumds
consist of shrubs, trees, ead other foliated material.
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- Amongthe many features of a
starlight scope, its spectral sensi-
tivity is of special interest to the

"' e researcher in camouflage. It is;,r•:t. •difficult to standardize on a par-

a g ticular set of values for this font-I.tion ft a number of reasons. Among
these are variation in manufcture

"U. U of a given tube type, variety of
Ing -- / I tube designs that actually are used,

' aiand influences of the optics of a
* •*I ,-_Jven sensor design. F•gure 6 shove

a nominal sensitivity function for a
a typical second generation instrument,

(13.. 12 .* . ..

'Figur 64-4eetd-5POt.--_G er .e third factor that deter-
Idistributions and the spectral mines contrasts in the image is the
Isensitivity of a typical image spectral reflectance of the objects
Sintensifier, represented in the Iage. An object

that is chmacterized by a low re-
flectance curve is expected to ap-
pear darker in the image than one
with a higher curve. This one fac-
tor over which a camouflage develop-

[ 0 er has some control is encmbered,,
however, by one constraint. Visual
color requirements narrowly define

AO - the visible portion of the reflec-
tance curves; only the infrared
portion of the curve is a true vari-
able for the researcher. Figure 7)
shows reflectance curves of the fouz
colors of the standard fabric .or
the Woodland pattern. Dyes were

towselected for printing the patterntc
meet visual requirements and the
infrared values derived from the
method described in the next sectior.

3tanftrd Vsaues
"40M - -,n o 1M - 4w -

WAVEDENTH (NANOMTETUý) The three factors of illumina-
tion, sensor, and object reflec-

IFigure 7. Spectral reflectance data tance were related by integration iz
for the Woodland pattern, a anner analogous to that of Equa-

tion 4.
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• •.. twhere., to avoid confusion with the terminology of color science,, Y is re-

Splaced by No,, connoting nighttime illumination and the starlight scope and

• .,. ty,:• A = spectral power distrilbution of moonlight or thet
g7> th -Na r~sn.

i S • = spectral sensitivity of the sensor.

Table I summarizes ntegrations siguaEq•.tions 4 and 6 for visual
.(daytime) and starlight scope es ' Integrations for Y

Table 1. Integrated Reflectance and Lightness for Several

Specimens for Visual and Starlight Scope Observalion

Daylfght IMoonlight Night Skyr
SpcmnY(L) No IaL No (U)

Woodland Pattern
Light Green 12.1(41-.) 18.3 49.9) 23.0(55.1)
Dark Green 6.9(31.5) I0.i38.0 13.3(43.2)
Brown 4.8(26.0) 9.2( l3.9 (2.6)

lack 2.3(16.8) 2.8(19.0) 3.0(20.0)
Merged Pattern 6.5(30.6) 10.3(38.4) 14.1(44.4)

ýMsell Grays
N-3 6.1(29.6) 5.9(29.2) 5.8(29.0)
N-4 12.2(41.5) 11.8(41.0) n1.6(4o.6)
N-5 20.4(52.3) 19.8(51.6) 19.4(51.2)
N-6 29.2(61.0) 28.3(60.2) 27.8(59.7)
N-7 43.1(71.6) 41.8(70.7) 41.0(70.1)
N-8 59.7(81.7) 57.9(80.6) 56.8(80.0)

Olive Green 507 7.9(33.8) 8.1(34.2) 9.1(36.3)
lOlive Green 107 7.3(32.6) 6.'?(31.l) 7.8(33.5)
Maple Leaf 8.1(34.3) 12.0(41.2) 16.4(47.5)
Hedge Leaf 11.2(39.9) 14.5(44.9) 19.3(51.1)

Aspen,,sme 5.8 ý28.9ý 76 13.8 ý36.O)Soil, plowed 17 6.0 293 7. (32.6) 9.0(36.0
IMeadow, summer (17) 9.5(36.9) 13.6(43.6) %,8.9(50.6 )

were based on the 1931 CIE Standard Observer and Source D6500; for Ns, the
data that fbrm the basis of FI4ure 6 were used for both moonlight and night
sky illumination. Specimens that were ealuated Include the four colors
!of the Woodland pattern, relevant monotone clothing fabrics, a series of
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It is no more reasonable to expect that the contrasts observed "lsu-
,,• :i r~.al i- the image of a starlight scope are linearly related to the inte-

SYPc grat .. .ectamee values than they are for visual observation. In one
it te o atton t to mxplore possible lineoaityr, valuej of Ns were converted to the

~ .~ 4,.qtnc~an alo0-i-L&Tuing-Ruto-5 --Theae-fb aare-also summarized in
,• table., in parentheses9. 5o

.. * f ,.. The ft'llowing proceduiae•a-use4-t.--etimate optimum Nis or Le values
~ ~it%' thi Woc,,. ne, pattern-to proyl As 3east..contra t in a variety of tewperý-,I .,,, $,, , erra.nas at uight. The' M1.unsegray-acale identified in Table 3L as 0s

,\_a'Od t•rouq the starlight, scope on both moonlit and moonless nights in

Yw L C I MasEachusette setting, a part of which is shown in Figure 8. Backgrounds
I~~~~i i'A~d o.ia, '.aneou&_brua ~uý_toeigxb± faee~ -in beight and!dBMdwminu..

"÷ tcw'•. mar-l. mapl ý up to fee40 gh., .- Observations were made both
early spring 'before leaves emerged and in the summer when foliage was in
* flU bloom. N-3 mas too dark under all conditions, except when placed
directly in front of. a dark shadow. The best matches to terrain elements

l9uh% as tree trunk, twigs., and leaves were found for N-4 and N-5. N-6.,
N-7 and N-8 usually were conspicuously light.

Figure 8 is a photograph of three masniins taken at a distance of
about 50 m on a moonless night in the setting described above. The Wood-
land patterned uniform is flanked by the durable press monotone OG-507
fatigues on the right and the MABS-l patterned uniform used in Vietm on
the left. Figure 8 clearly howhs that, for the given scene on a moonles•

Figure 8, Photograph taken
Sthrough a starlight scope on a

moonless night against a back-
ground of miscellaneous shrubs
and tree. The three uniforms
are, left to right, BIABM-1,

"e" • the Woodland pattern, and the
durable press OG-507. The
dimness at the edges of the
scene is an aberation of the
photography.
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1l of Figure 9. Close up view of

,.hcr e W66 -ff-pattern showing
three-level pattern seen

,*.,•t 2 --- through starlight scope.
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night, the Woodland pattern is superior to the two uniforms it is replaci
Numerous observations were made in both deciduous and coniferous surrounds
in every season of the year, on moonless and moonlit night÷, both clear an
overcast. In every case the Woodland pattern showed ler contrast with the
backgrounds than the other two uniforms.

It was intended that the Woodland pattern should appear as a pattern
when viewed with a starlight scope at night as it does visually in the day
Figure 8, the data of Table 1, and the personal observations confirm that
the brown and dark green areas of the pattern are usually difficult to dif-
ferentiate. What is seen, however, ar•t three distinct levels of lightness
that produce a three-level pattern, as shown in Figure 9. As in daylight,
the black areas resemble shadows; the other areas resemble other commonly
found terrain components. While the data of Table 1 are sparse, many
"JIght observations under a variety of conditions support the decisions
that constitute the basis of specification requirements for procurement,

SAllowable Tolerances

For the visual characteristics of the pattern, a series of textile
samples have been selected to guide the inspectors in judging visual
acceptability for each color. Because the uniform is worn in garrison as
well as in the field, esthetic factors require the visual tolerances to be
a bit tighter than they would be, if only combat conditions were consider-
ed. For the four colors of the Woodland pattern, the present tolerance
ranges average about two CPIEAB color difference units; somewhat less in
hue, somewhab more in lightness. Both end-item purpose and the ability of

"'. Inding/ the textile industry to lroduce large uatitles of material were taken
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It is essential that research also provide guidance to procurement on
ithe range of variations in infrared reflectance that is acceptable. An

L !effort to meet this need is being performed on two levels; one to provide
, .....-. t immediate guidance to procurement, the other is a longer range effort to

give a mare ftwdamental basis for establisbi:- the range. For the infrared

"1 • - aspects of the talerance,-oly-camuflage-effe-tiveness and industry capa-
ibility need to be considered.

.~U Aut r • I To meet the immediate needs of pro-arement, the current specifications
.. .I i.ti ou define acceptability in -ters"-of-a-rng-e-4spectr&l reflectance factors
t , S L t 2 at each wavelength in the in red-, taken st 20 nm intervals. 7he weakness

of this procedure lies in its ai_12re to take account of the integrating
operation of a starlight scope as expressed in Equation 6. A reflectance
fact a -•elength tha••Js too 1•ow-ma j+ b conipniwated by a c r m,•,-
1igher. malues.-at..other- mveenatha. The moth d described below overcomes
that weakness in the currert method of inspection. Moreovers since the
data derive from commercially produced visual tolerances, they illustrmte
the present industrial ability to control the infrared as well as visual
characteristics.

Reflectance factors were measured from 400 to 900 nm for the visual
tolerance samples for each of the three major colors and integrated by
Equation 6. For the black area o0 the pattern, no lower limit is needed.
Table 2 summarizes the ranges found for the three colors for RE, and TA.

Table 2. Range of Ns and Ls for the Three iajor Colors
"of the Woodland Pat-cern for two Night Illuminations.

Moon1f " Night Moonless Night
No ls No L1

IDark Green 8.0 to 10.1 (34.1 to 38.0) 3l.0 to 13.2 (39.5 to 43.2)
!Light Green 15.2 to 18.2 (45.8 to 49.7) 18.5 to 23.2 (50.1 to 55.3)
Brown 7.6 to 10.0 (33.0 to 37.9) n1.2 to 14.4 (40.0 to 44.9)

The ranges shown in Table 2 fall within the range of values shown in
Table 1 for typical terrain elements. Taken vita the black area, the data
show that a three-level patteri will still be seen as long as reflectances
remain within the ranges shown in Table 2. It was stated above that the
dark green and brown areas were difficult to differentiate tbrough a star-
light scope. Table 2 shows acceptable variations in No for both areas are
much lrger than differences between the two areas in the standard. It
.my also be noted that, for reasons of color durability in uses the values
for the standard lie near the 4pper limit of the tolerance ranges.

The above shows that the level of industrial control exeoised in

!-a 1• 0 11f
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basis for establishing tolerance criteria for other ayppletion~s for ex-~
ample, a desert uniform. A general method must also consider the responsem
of the electro-optical device at various levels of illwimation and its

L ' >: interaction with the eye of the observer. We have obseed that the con-
1 __1 trast threshold increases and resolution decreases as *i lighV level
, c falls. It remiins to be determined quantitatively ho6w Itrument perform-

lance over a variety of conditions influence the criteria needed to produce
".or --. satisfactory camouflage materials. This is part of the current research.

"0. " ., 1t, ___ ___,__"

Psychophysical principles were applied to several aspects in both the
dei gn and production of the recently adopted Woodland ltterned Battle-

11.~ t I l Dress ..fniform. These...princlples, partailn to~ both vdausidthe .bearienrfr&M.
-- red..abaracteriaties of_ matte".

- Well-known methods were applied to select each of the standard
co.1ors of the pattern and to define permitted variations in production.

- A little-known technique was modified to predict aximum visual
range ;f effectiveness and to guide in final selection of colors.

- Basic principles of human vision were adapted to guide infrared
Saspects of tho Woodland pattern. These relate to nighttime detectability
by the starlight scope/eye interaction. The new methods vere used to
idefine both standard values and allowable variations.

These principles and the supporting dye formulation studies reported
lin Reference 5 have made possible the large scale production of acceptable
fabrics. About 2,500,000 Battle Dress uniforms have nw been procured.
These provide troops with far better camouflage protectIm, both day and

!night, than they received in the past.
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